
CYBERLAWANDETHICS 

Choosethecorrectanswer: 

a) Whichofthefollowingisacybercrime? 

(i) Hacking 

(ii) Wormattack 

(iii) Virusattack 

(iv) Alloftheabove 
 

(b) TheuseoftheInternet or other electronic means to follow orharass an individual, a group 
ofindividuals,or an organizationistermedas 

(i)       cyberspace 
    (ii)      cyberstalking 

(c) _____________refers to email that appears to have been originated from one source when it 
was actually sent from another source. 

(i) Emailbombing 

(ii)       Emailspoofing 

(iii) Email spamming 

(iv) Emailhacking 
 

(d) The InformationTechnologyAct,2000 is an Act of the Indian Parliamentnotifiedon 

(i) 27thOctober,2000 

(ii) 15th December, 2000  

(iii) 17th November, 2000 

(iv)      17thOctober, 2000 

 
(e) Digital Signature Certificate is requirement under various applications. 

i) statutory 

(ii)      legislative 

(iii)     governmental 

(iv)     voluntary 

(f) Cybersquattingisassociatedwith 

(i) domainnamedispute 
-·· 

(ii) IPaddressingdispute 

(iii) emaildispute 

(iv) passworddispute 



 

 
(g) Adigitalsignatureisamathematical techniquewhichvalidates 

i) Authenticity 
ii) Integrity 
iii) Non-repudiation 
iv) All of the above 

  
h) WhichofthefollowingSectionsdrawsa pre-sumption that a secure electronic 

record has not been altered since the point of timeto which the securestatus 
relates? 

 
(i) Section85 B of the Indian Evidence Act,1872 

 
(ii) Section3 of the IT Act,2000 

 
(iii) Section192 of the 'Indian Penal Code,1860 

 
(iv) Section200oftheIPC 

1. Elaborate the need of information security in currentage.What harmwillbedoneifa 
personprivacyis violated?Explainwitha suitable casestudy.  

2. What does ethics have to do with technology? Explain clearly.    

3. How does Govt. control over Internet? Is it good or bad? Explain with suitable case study. 

4. How does cyber security become an integral part of a person’s life? Explain with suitable 
example. 

5. DiscussabouttheITAct, 2000and its salientfeatureswith the contextofindividual 
being bookedunderthis Act. 

6. Does theITAct, 2000 also mention about the 
cybercrimeagainstthegovernment?Ifyes,thenelaboratewithsuitable example. 

7. What arethehumanrights from cyberspace perspectives?Explainandtry  toco-relate 
themwithexistinghumanrights.  

8. Isthereany government agency beingsetup forimproving enforcementmeasures against 
copyrightpiracy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Define cybercrime.  
2. What do you mean by cyberspace. 
3. Label the general categories of cybercrime.  
4. Differentiate Target cybercrime and Tool cybercrime. 
5. What are the laws encompasses relating to cyber law?  
6.  Define cyber criminals.  
7.  Who are categorized under cyber criminals?  
8.  Describe the concept of internet time theft. 
9. What do you understand about conventional crimes?  
10. Describe the term on information security.  
11. Generalize the malware attack on web application. 
12.  Listout the key elemenformation security. 
13.  Compare the methodology of web-hijacking and web-hacking. 
14. What is data diddling?  
15. Illustrate the motives behind the cybercrimes.  
16. Classify the different kinds of hackers. 
17.  Analyze the difference between E.mail spoofing and E.mail bombing. 
18. Discuss the cyber stalking functions. 
19. Analyze the concept of cyber squatting. 
20. Formulate the countermeasures against cybercrimes on cyberspace. 
21. Trace out the Historical Origin of cybercrime. 
22. What are the major cybercrimes that are done frequently in digital world? 
23. Summarize the cyber defamation and discuss the major threats of cyber crimes in current scenario 

on Business. 
24. Define the cyber crimes and explain the types of cyber crimes. 
25. Explain Botnets- a fuel for cybercrimes. 
26. Identify the concept between conventional &cyber crime. 
27. Examine the difference between a virus and worm and explain in details. 
28. Analyse the various types of cyber attacks. 
29. Recall on typical modus operation of an attack by cyber criminals. 
30. What are the types of cyber attacks possible on mobile phones? 
31. State the meaning of information security and analyse the salient features of information 

securities. 
32. Listout the advantages of information security. 
33. Define cyber theft and denotes the various forms of cyber theft.  
34.  Shortlist the characters of cyber criminals. 
35. Explain the cyber stalking and kinds of stalkers.show how stalking works on cyber world?  
36. Identify the impacts of cyber security against cyber crimes on corporate world. 
37. Apply the identity theft hack and how can be keyloggers be used to commit a cyber crime. 
38. Discuss the technology development in cybercrime  
39. Examine in detail about the mode and methods of committing cyber crimes. 
40. Discuss the new trends in research on cybercrime and compare traditional criminal activity with 

cyber crime. 
41. Determine the various pragmatic approaches at national, regional international levels of 

cybercrime?  
42. Elaborate phishing and explain the methods & counter measures of phishing . 
43. Define cyber security. 
44. Define cyber law. 
45. Explain the term on cyber threat evolution. 
46.  Elaborate the important of cyber contracts?  
47. What are security threats? Remembering . 
48. Explain security structure Understanding. 
49. What do you mean by copyright act Remembering. 
50. Describe about information system Understanding. 
51. Explain disposal of data?  
52. Examine the new advance techniques implemented in world wide web?  
53. Illustrate the concepts of web technology Applying. 
54. Analyze the cyber terrorism and how to tackle risks of cyber crime. 
55. Formulate the causes of insider threat? how does it affect organization.  



56. Sketch the primary precaution steps after security attack?  
57. List any four web security challenges.  
58. Evaluate the networks and security challenges? 
59. Analyze the human rights related with cyber space? A 
60. Summarize the importance of constitutional mandates? 
61. What are the legal and security issues in cyber contracts?  
62. What are the technical issues in cyber contracts?  
63. Write a note on cyberlaw and describes its advantages and disadvantages. 
64.  Explain difference between rights and responsibilities in cyber world 7  
65.  What are the essential components of cyber security?  
66. What do you understand by the salient features of indian IT act. 
67. Classify the backup security measures. 
68. Illustrate the principles of firewall design. 
69. Explain the components of cybersecurity framework?  
70. Which cybercrime is against government? 
71. Is there any comprehensive law on cybercrime today? 
72. Briefly describe the roles and responsibilities of IT manager for curbing cyber crimes. 
73. Why there is need for cyber law? Explain in detail. 
74. Discuss cyber pornography?what are the motives behind of cybercrime.  
75. Explain the information system resources and activities and what may be the reason of failure of it.  
76. Generalize the concept of application security? Define it in the case of vendor challenges and user 

challenges for application security. 
77. Explain difference between rights and responsibility in cyber world. 
78. How freedom of speech and expression performs in social media platforms. 
79. Describe criminalization of online speech and social media.  
80. Elaborate the various legal provision in Indian perspective with the contemporary challenges of the 

cyber space? 
81. What is information technology? 
82. Define intellectual property rights. 
83. Classify the types of IPR. 
84. What is digital signatures? 
85. Describe about the digital evidence and digital certificate?  
86. Illustrate the concepts on cyber offences. 
87. What is internet protocol services? 
88. Explain its effectiveness and utilization in the cyber crime investigation Understanding. 
89. Evaluate the methods of collecting digital evidence. 
90. Define e-commerce in cyber platform. 
91. Write a brief note on classification and advantages of B2C e-commerce and explains the challenges 

faced by it. 
92. Analyze the digital evidence describe under IT act 2000 06. 
93. Classify the different types of digital evidence. 
94. Discuss the process of extraction and production of digital evidences in court of law. 
95. what are the primary offences discussed under IT act ,2000. 
96. What are the technological & practical issues in cyber space. 
97. Evaluate in details the public key functioning and protection provided by it under the electronic 

signature. 
98. What is Biometrics? Elaborate its importance as an effective device curbing the virus attack in the 

network security. 
99. Discuss the different types of digital evidence. What are the practical and technological issues 

arises during analysing digital evidence? 
100. Explain the legal approaches defamation and Evaluate the few judicial cyber cases 
pronounment.  
101. Define copyright law. 
102. Analyze the types of jurisdiction. 
103. What is internet jurisdiction?  
104. Discover how you protect your privacy in virtual world?  
-Discuss the concepts of data file sharing technology in peer-to peer networks and implication on 
cyber copyrights. 
Evaluate the copyright infringement risks associated with using social media. 



- Discuss the cyber law that how industrial designs created with the use of cyber technology can be 
protected in the light of the design act,2000. 
Define cyber ethics Remembering. 
-List out the two approaches of ethics in cyber law. 
-Differentiate the category of consequentialism and deontological. 
-How to develop a robust and good information security? 
-How to make ethical rules effective in cyber community?  
-Generalize the term on cyber prevention method Creating BTL6 7 Define Data governance Give few -
important rules of having good cyber ethics Understanding BTL2 10 What are the three main 
modules of online settlement?  
-Give the five major provision of cyber ethics. 
-Analyse the role of government to regulate the internet( censorship) . 
-What is cyber regulation appellate tribunal electronic records? 
-Classify the terms on electronic records retentions. 
-Apply the rules for tampering with computer source documents in web technology. 
- Discuss about the network security and cryptography. 
-Analyze the protocols ( TCP / IP). 
-Evaluate the contractual obligations in cyberspace . 
-Describe in detail about the ethical principles and its process of cyber ethics. 
-What are the process of cyber ethics. 

-Analyze the various ethical way of research and practices in cyber security. 
- Describe in detail about the role of ethics in information ethics. 
-Classify the different ethical perspectives in information security. 
- What are the important ethical issues in cyber security?  
- Writedown the ethical challenges in cyber security. 
-Illustrate the technical and technological security measures taken in cyber security. 
-Illustrate the trends changing cyber security. 
- Define cyber security layer. why security layer forms under the ethical cyber law?  
- Why cyber security is more essential value for a modern day society?  
- Evaluate the role of social media in cyber security?  
 - What do you mean by online disputes resolution and describe the nature of online disputes 
resolution. 
 - Examine the computer networking and Analyse the functioning of VOIP as a communication 
technique in the cyber society.  
 - Demonstrate about Encryption techniques. 
 - Distinguish between secret key encryption and public key encryption. 
-Evolution of general law governing and regulating cyber-crimes in India. 
-Sketch the future aspects of cyber law enforcement agencies against cybercrimes.  
- Sketch the plan changing the future of cyber-situational awareness. 
-Elaborate the cyber security professionals can encourage change by engaging in which long-term 
initiatives. 
-Construct in order to implement a few immediate measures to effect positive changes, what 
recommendations should cyber security professionals follow?  
-What was the motivation of the attackers in this following cases. (i) Hacking Government official 
websites (ii) Cosmos Bank Cyber Attack (iii) The Bank NSP Cyber case. 



 


